Shadowing is a task where the subject is required to repeat the presented speech as s/he hears it. Although shadowing is cognitively a challenging task, it is considered as an efficient way of language training since it includes processes of listening, speaking and comprehension simultaneously. Our previous study realized automatic assessment of shadowing speech using the average of Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) scores. But the fact that shadowing often includes broken utterances makes this approach insufficient. This study attempts to improve automatic assessment and, at the same time, give corrective feedbacks to learners based on error detection. We first manually labeled shadowing speech of 10 female and 10 male speakers and defined ten typical error types including word omission, substitution etc.. Forced alignment with adjusted grammar and GOP scores are adopted to detect word omission errors and poorly pronounced words. In the experiments, GOP scores, Word Recognition Rate (WRR), silence ratio, forced alignment log-likelihood scores, word omission rate are used to predict the overall proficiency of the individual speakers. The mean correlation coefficient between automatic scores and the speaker's TOEIC scores is 0.81, improved by 13% relatively. The detection accuracy of word omission is 73%.
Introduction
Technically speaking, shadowing is a paced, high cognitive task where speakers need to immediately vocalize the presented auditory stimuli [1] . Since shadowing includes processes of speaking, listening and comprehension of speech simultaneously [2] , it has been employed as a practicing strategy among simultaneous interpreters first and later was also adopted by language teachers. Recent decades have seen the effectiveness of shadowing in language learning [3] [4] [5] . [3] [4] showed shadowing can improve students' listening comprehension. [3] also suggested that shadowing can enhance learners' phoneme perception ability. [5] showed that shadowing can improve learners' intonation, fluency, word pronunciation and overall pronunciation. And comparison study suggested that shadowing could be more or at least no less effective than extensive reading, reading aloud and listening in improving speaker's corresponding language skills, that is reading comprehension, speaking, and listening comprehension [4, [6] [7] .
The reason why shadowing could benefit language learning probably has its foundation in its processing mechanism. Other than simply repeating, shadowing has shown to involve complex production-perception interaction, automatic semantic and syntactic processing [8] [9] , and some people even performed sophisticated error correction during shadowing [10] [11] . This, plus the fact that shadowing is a combined process of speaking, listening and comprehension, suggests that analytical results of shadowing speech can represent the speakers' overall language proficiency better than those of reading speech [12] .
In our previous research, we realized automatic assessment of shadowing speech using the average of Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) [13] . The result is promising with relative high correlation coefficient between automatic scores and speakers' TOEIC scores. But shadowing speech often includes broken sentences, especially in beginners' data. This makes our previous approach insufficient. In this study, we aim to improve automatic assessment and, at the same time, give corrective feedbacks to learners based on error detection. To investigate the typical phenomena in shadowing speech, we manually labeled data of 20 speakers. Then we designed a system to address these phenomena and realized automatic assessment and error detection of shadowing speech.
Corpus Description
We used three sets of data in this study. Set 1 is WSJ dataset, and it includes 80 hours of speech and 37,000 utterances in total. This set is used for initial acoustic and language model training. Set 2 is the final shadowing of 163 advanced students from Kyoto University with their TOEIC simulation test score being no less than 70 (0-100). The texts used in Set 2 are all from a TOEIC simulation textbook and in total 332 passages are selected (about 2 passages/student). Students are allowed to practice as many times as they want with text before their final shadowing (without reference to text). Set-2 is used for acoustic model adaptation. Set 3 contains two subsets, Set 3_1 and Set 3_2. Both are shadowing speech from undergraduate students (Set 3_1: 37 students, Set 3_2 : 39 students) after 2-3 times practicing without reference to the text. Shadowing material used in Set 3_1 is a passage about fugu (puffer fish), which is a familiar topic for Japanese people. It has 333 words in 21 sentences. Shadowing material used in Set 3_2 is a simple conversation between a policeman and a boy who is supposed to have broken into MacDonald's house. It has 142 words in 14 sentences. Both sets in Set 3 are used for assessment and error detection. Data of 20 speakers from Set 3_1 are used for annotation. Table 1 is an overall description of language proficiency by TOEIC scores in Set 3. Table 2 shows the TOEIC scores of 10 female and 10 male from Set 3_1 for annotation. 
Annotation and Result

Typical phenomena in shadowing speech
We manually annotated 20 speakers' (10 female, 10 male) shadowing speech and defined ten prototypes of phenomena or errors in shadowing. Each phenomenon, its brief description, example, and labeling norm used in our research are shown in Table 3 . Figure 1 shows the overall result of the labeling. As can be seen, the most salient error is omission. And we further analyzed the distribution of each error type among different speaking proficiency. The result is shown in Figure 2 . An overall tendency is that low level speakers tend to have more errors in each type except for non-spoken noise (NSPN). This suggests that the number of errors could serve as an indicator of the speakers' overall proficiency. In this study, for automatic assessment, we mainly focused on the error type of word omission. 
Result of annotation
Design of Features for Assessment
This section explained the features and approach we used to do automatic assessment and error detection based on what we found in the last section.
As for automatic assessment, features we used include Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) score, force-alignment likelihood score, Word Recognition Rate (WRR), word omission rate and silence ratio. The first three are to measure 
Word omission detection
To detect the omitted words, we firstly trained HMM-based acoustic model using corpus Set 1, then applied Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) adaptation using corpus Set 2 and prepared the grammar where each word presented in the stimuli can be replaced by silence. A short pause can be inserted between words. Then forced-alignment was performed on the assessment data (Set 3). Figure 3 shows the grammar we used. Figure 4 is the comparison of detection results using monophone model, tri-phone (tri1 used mono-phone model as initial model, tri2a used results in tri1 as initial model, and tri2b used results in tri1 as initial model and LDA and MLLR for feature level normalization) model. As Figure 4 shows, HMM-based mono-phone model achieves the highest Detection Accuracy (DA) and lowest False Rejection Rate (FRR) and thus would be used in this study. 
Design of features
Word recognition rate
Before performing speech recognition, the same procedure of acoustic and language model training and MAP adaptation in Section 4.1 was also done here. The recognition result using mono-phone and tri-phone based models is shown in Figure 5 . HMM-based tri-phone achieved better recognition rate than mono-phone based model and the word recognition rate from tri2b are used in this experiment.
GOP and force alignment likelihood score
GOP is often used in assessing speakers' pronunciation proficiency level and is defined as: [14] )) | ( log( 1 ) ( In this study, GOP and force alignment likelihood score is calculated based on acoustic model trained using WSJ and TIMIT [15] . For a given passage utterance, we calculated 1) GOP_P: the averaged GOP score over the presented phonemes [13] , 2) Align_P: the averaged force alignment likelihood score over the presented phonemes, 3) GOP_D: the averaged GOP score over the phonemes in detected words, and 4) Align_D: the averaged force alignment likelihood score over the phonemes in detected words.
Word omission rate and silence ratio
Word omission rate is calculated by dividing the number of detected words in the shadowing utterance by the number of words in the corresponding native utterances. Silence ratio is calculated by dividing the duration of silence by the duration of the whole utterance.
Automatic Assessment
Based on the aforementioned features, automatic assessment was performed using Support Vector Regression (SVR). The kernel function used is Radial Basis Function (RBF) and optimization was done by grid search with setting of cost function c being [2^5,2^12] and parameter g being [0.01,1]. Leave-one-out cross validation was adopted to predict the target scores. To compare the performance, three sets of features are used in this experiment. Detailed information about each feature set is shown in Table 4 . Table 5 shows the correlation between overall GOP score [13] and TOEIC score and that between predicted scores from each feature set with TOEIC score. In this experiment feature_Set2 achieves the best performance with relative improvement of 6% and 21% on Set 3_1 and Set 3_2 respectively, compared with our previous approach using only average GOP score. Even though learners of three different proficiency levels share the same error types in our current labeling norm, the underlying mechanism is quite different. High level learners tend to maintain syntactic correctness and semantic connection. For example, in the utterance "… their hand at preparing the fish themselves", one high-level speaker mis-shadowed the word 'at' as to, meanwhile she changed 'preparing' to 'prepare'. On the other hand, errors by low level learners usually reflect their inability to catch what's in the presented stimuli or to repeat what they got correctly.
Female and male difference
The shadowing strategy of female and male are quite different when they encounter something they cannot comprehend. Figure 6 shows the number of spoken noise (SPN) and Mimic words. When Female learners missed the presented stimuli, they tended to keep silent or uttered some filled pause, while male learners would follow the stimuli and uttered some nonmeaningful but prosodic similar sounds. These differences should be examined in our future study in both assessment and error detection approach. Also, more labeling data on different texts are needed to further investigate phenomena in shadowing speech and at the same time to constrain text and annotator bias.
Automatic Assessment
GOP_P v.s. GOP_D
As shown in Table 5 , feature set using GOP_P and other parameters got the best correlation coefficient. In fact, we thought GOP_D would achieve better results. This is because in calculating GOP_P, it is assumed that all words are shadowed in the learner's utterance. But this is not often the case especially for low-level learners. Figure 7 shows the alignment result of using all words presented in the audio stimuli (Tier 1) and the alignment using our proposed grammar (Tier 2). Apparently, the alignment result with the new grammar is much better. The lower correlation coefficient using GOP_D compared with GOP_P might be that the former measure is only capable of estimating the pronunciation level of the detected words. Although we have considered factors like word omission rate and silence ratio, it seems more measures are needed to capture the whole picture of the speaker's overall proficiency. 
Corpus dependency
In all feature sets used, the correlation coefficient is higher in corpus Set 3_1 than Set 3_2. The reason might be two-fold: 1) Range of TOEIC score in Set 3_2 (mean =616, std. =183) is smaller than that in Set 3_1 (mean =595, std. =267), and several learners share the same score; 2) difficulty level of these two text are different (Set 3_1 intermediate, Set 3_2 easy), and shadowing performance is highly related to the difficulty level of the text.
Conclusions
In this study, we first examined typical phenomena in shadowing speech, then realized automatic assessment and preliminary error detection. What we found are: 1) unlike reading speech, shadowing speech contains more complicated phenomena, such as omission, substitution, insertion, mimic etc.; 2) our proposed grammar with adapted acoustic model is effective in detecting word omission with a detection accuracy of 73%; 3) despite the fact that the alignment accuracy are lower in overall GOP calculation, it is more effective in predicting the learners' TOEIC score than detected-word base GOP scores, at least in our current dataset; 4) shadowing performance is dependent on the difficulty degree of materials and this fact should be considered in doing automatic assessment of shadowing speech.
In the future, we'd like to explore more complimentary measures to improve the effectiveness of detected-based GOP scores and we'd like to address other error types in shadowing speech.
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